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Abstraet--Stratigraphic Analysis System (SAS) is an on-line, interactive data-base analysis system designed for use 
in a subsurface laboratory. The program is written in FORTRAN and ALGOL W and presently runs under the 
Michigan Terminal System at the University of Michigan. 
The SAS system was designed to overcome several problems in geological data-base systems. Both data 
discontinuities and substring indexing have been considered as well as three-dimensional location of information. 
The system consists of four procedures; the command processor, the user aid package, the data-set loader and 
general data processors. The data set is composed of hierarchical records in a one-dimensional array which consists 
of logical flags to index an internal dictionary. 
Presently output contains well listings, well displays, data editing and data search capabilities. 
Key Words: Stratigraphy, Data system, Subsurface geology. 
INTRODUCTION 
The design of a subsurface data-base system in geology 
must include features that take into account special 
constraints imposed by the nature of geological data. 
Three initial problems of substring indexing, location 
assignment in three dimensions, and missing information 
are all factors that should be incorporated into a system 
design. Substring indexing is necessary due to the 
diverse nature of geologic data. The data set should 
contain lithologic, stratigraphic, and paleontologic data 
but not all of this information is used at any one time. It 
is necessary therefore to be able to index a portion of the 
information record. Geologic information is almost al- 
ways (or always, for subsurface information) at a depth 
or elevation involving the assignment of information to a 
location in three-dimensional space. The last problem, 
that of missing information, is a difficult one to approach. 
There are two types of discontinuities; geologic and data 
imposed. The difference between them is crucial; one 
implies a lack of data due to geological processes, the 
other due to sampling difficulties. These must be clearly 
separated in the data set. 
SAS 
Stratigraphic Analysis System (SAS) is an on-line 
interactive computer information system designed to 
handle subsurface well data. The system allows the user 
to examine, modify, and manipulate a data set which is 
organized to reflect the described problems. SAS was 
intended for use at the University of Michigan Subsur- 
face Laboratory and is based in part on portions of a 
stratigraphic analysis system developed by Mosher 
(1963). 
SAS is written primarily in the ALGOL W language, 
created by Stanford University as an extension of the 
ALGOL 60 language and modified by the University of 
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne to run under the Michigan Ter- 
minal System. The Michigan Terminal System (MTS) is a 
large resident, reentrant operating subsystem developed 
by the computing center staff at the University (Univ. 
Mich. Comp. Ctr., 1971, 1974). ALGOL W was chosen 
because it lends itself to structured programming. Input- 
output limitations in ALGOL W were supplemented by 
externally defined FORTRAN subroutines which allow 
SAS to use multiple logical input--output units. 
The SAS program and its data set are kept on disk files 
and are run on the University of Michigan's AMDAHL 
470 V/6 computer under the control of MTS in con- 
versational mode from any terminal or teletype, or in 
nonconversational batch mode. 
PitOCd~! S T R ~  
The SAS program is composed of several separate 
internally and externally defined ALGOL W procedures 
and FORTRAN subroutines which each have a distinct 
function (Fig. 1). The most important procedures are the 
command processor, the user aid package, the data set 
loader, and the general data processors. 
The command processor serves as the interface bet- 
ween the user and SAS. The command processor 
prompts the user to enter commands, checks the com- 
mands for syntactical validity, and then invokes the 
appropriate procedure to satisfy the command request. 
An invalid command causes the command processor to 
print an appropriate error message. 
One of the special features of the SAS system is the 
user-aid package. The user-aid package serves the role of 
an on-line counsellor. It is easy for the user to forget 
some of the available commands and their functions, as 
well as becoming frustrated or confused. The user-aid 
package monitors the progress of the user. Upon request 
it will explain why a previous command was invalid, and 
it can produce a list of all avaliable commands as well as 
explain the function of a specific command. 
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Figure 1. Basic structure of SAS. 
The data-set loader procedure which is invoked via the 
command processor, loads the subsurface data out of a 
disk file or a magnetic tape into central memory, where 
the data are indexed and linked together to provide rapid 
accessing times. Only part of the data set is in central 
memory at any given time as the computer employs a 
virtual memory system. Part of the data-set loader was 
written in FORTRAN to overcome ALGOL W's inability 
to read data from more than one logical input--output unit. 
The FORTRAN subroutines allow SAS to input infor- 
mation from the user's terminal as well as data and 
information from various disk files. 
The data processors are general procedures that do the 
work of manipulating information in the data set. There 
are several processors with distinct functions, each 
invoked by appropriate commands to the command 
processor. There are processors currently to generate 
cross sections, well and stratigraphic interval listings, as 
well as procedures to scan and modify the data set. This 
part of the system is readily expandable. New pro- 
cedures written in ALGOL W, FORTRAN, or any other 
language which employ standard IBM S-type linkages 
(Univ. Mich. Camp. Ctr., 1972) can be appended to the 
system with an appropriate command addition to the 
command processor. 
DATA $g1' 
The data set of SAS follows a convenient and flexible 
format which has several important features. The most 
important aspect of the data format is the telescoping of 
descriptive information into a specified interval within a 
well as opposed to a stratigraphic 'top'. 
A well can be separated into stratigraphic intervals 
(Fig. 2) which can be subdivided further into separate 
lithologic intervals. The data set reflects this natural 
subdivision of information in the form of three distinct 
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Figure 2. Interval assignment of information in SAS. 
hierarchical types of records. In the data set a well is 
defined by: (1) a well ID record (Fig. 3), which contains 
data elements describing the name, number, location and 
elevation of the well; (2) stratigraphic records (Fig. 3) 
corresponding to each stratigraphic interval in the well; 
and (3) lithologic records (Fig. 4) to correspond to each 
iithologic interval within a stratigraphic interval. Each 
well definition in the data set therefore contains only one 
well ID record and as many stratigraphic and lithologic 
records necessary to define the well. Stratigraphic re- 
cords contain data elements describing the name and 
boundaries of each stratigraphic interval in the well, and 
the lithologic records contain the bulk of the physical 
information in the well, that is data elements describing 
the physical interval boundaries, lithoiogies, textural 
descriptions, fossil records, minerals, and diagenetic, 
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Figure 3. Well ID record worksheet and stratigraphic record worksheet. 
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Figure 4. Lithologic record worksheet. 
chemical, and other descriptive information such as 
permeability and porosity within any lithologic interval. 
Stratigraphic and lithoiogic intervals are assigned ar- 
bitrarily to a well by the geologist. The applications of 
stratigraphic information being assigned to an interval as 
opposed to a horizon (stratigraphic 'top'), then creates a 
unique situation in which to accommodate discontinui- 
ties. 
The major types of discontinuities encountered in 
subsurface analysis are produced by geologic gaps, such 
as disconformities, unconformities, faults, and non- 
geologic gaps such as missing data (Fig. 5). The data set 
of SAS does not require recognition of these features 
prior to analysis, but instead, an interval that contains no 
data (such as samples not collected) remains a valid 
interval in SAS. Missing stratigraphic information due to 
a discontinuity or fault is not assigned an interval, and 
the resulting juxtaposition of noncontiguous strati- 
graphic intervals identifies the discontinuity. Determining 
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Figure 5. Discontinuities in SAS. 
INTERNAL REPRE~,'I~qTATION OF TEIE DATA SE T  
SAS loads the data set into central memory of the 
computer via the data-set loader. In central memory the 
records of the data set are kept in a large one-dimen- 
sional array. To index the array a list of tree-like struc- 
tures are generated. Each tree structure represents a 
single well, and each leaf or node of a tree is an index of 
a specific record of the well. 
The process of loading and indexing the records in the 
data set can be shown by considering two hypothetical 
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wells in the data set, well A and well B (Fig. 6). Well A 
contains two stratigraphic intervals, each of which con- 
tains two lithologic intervals. The second well, well B, 
contains three stratigraphic intervals separated into two, 
one, and three lithologic intervals respectively. In the 
data set, well A is described with one well ID record, two 
stratigraphic records and three lithologic records. Like- 
wise, well B needs one well ID record, three stratigraphic 
records, and six lithologic records. The internal indexing 
structure (Fig. 7) for these two wells then is composed of 
two three-level trees corresponding to the two wells. 
Note that the tree structures do not contain geologic in- 
formation, but flags which index the large array with all 
the physical information. The purpose of storing the data 
in an array and indexing it with a tree structure is to 
allow sequential operations on the data as well as specific 
subsets of it. 
CONSTIUJUI'ION OF Tile DATA SET 
Accurate, uniform data are essential to the performance 
of any system. The data obtained from a well must be 
encoded into the three types of records comprising the 
data set. To establish uniformity, a data dictionary de- 
veloped from Briggs and Briggs (1971) containing geo- 
graphic, stratigraphic, iithologic, and other descriptive 
codes is used to construct records for the data set. 
However, the use of a dictionary has both advantages 
and disadvantages. The need to refer to a dictionary of 
codes when building the data set can be clumsy for 
occasional usage. In spite of this there are advantages 
which make use of this reference desirable. Standardized 
descriptions in geologic information systems are neces- 
sary if the system is to be used by many people with 
varied backgrounds. Subjective terms such as 'some', 
'slightly', or 'occasionally' can be interpreted differently. 
For this reason only extremes or metric information are 
incorporated into the dictionary. Another advantage of 
encoding data is the decrease in physical size of the data 
set. 
Specifically designed coding worksheets facilitates the 
encoding process (Figs. 3 and 4). Initial well data en- 
coded on these forms can later be keypunched onto 
cards and then stored permanently on disk or magnetic 
tape. The information is stored in an internal dictionary 
in the data set loader, the codes on the cards represent- 
ing the logical flags indexing the information in the 
dictionary. 
USING ~ SYSTEM 
Using SAS involves initial execution of the program, 
then issuing a series of commands to the system to 
operate upon the data as desired. The command language 
is divided into two modes of operation: the SAS mode, 
and the EXAMINE mode. When the user is in SAS 
mode, he is able to issue commands which apply to all 
the wells in the data set, while in EXAMINE mode, 
commands apply only to a specific well. The purpose of a 
double-moded command language is to simplify the is- 
suing of commands and to organize the commands into 
logical groups. 
The user is initially in the SAS mode. To enter the 
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Figure 7. Internal representation of indexing structure in SAS. 
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EXAMINE mode, an 'EXAMINE' command is issued to 
inform the system that subsequent commands will apply 
only to the well which is addressed. The 'SAS' command 
is given to reenter SAS command mode. The user is able 
to distinguish which mode he is currently in by the prefix 
character generated by the command processor for 
prompting purposes. A " + "  indicates SAS. mode, 
whereas a " : "  signals EXAMINE mode (see Appendix 
I). 
him to simplify the processing and understanding of large 
amounts of information. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
SAS is a new and young system. Its output functions 
and data manipulations are limited in number. What is 
important is that a framework has been developed and 
new data processors now can be added easily to the 
system. These processors could preform the functions of 
mapping, dynamic well creation, and statistical opera- 
dons. Applications could extend beyond subsurface 
information to include other types of geologic infor- 
mation such as surficial geology. 
SAS provides the geologist with a useful tool to enable 
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AI'I'ENI~ I 
The sample run presented here was preformed in 1974 
when the system was being tested. The well displayed 
('Test Well') is a hypothetical well. The coordinates and 
geology are imaginary. 
The well contains 6 stratigraphic units, labelled A-F, 
and is located in Maracaibo county, Hawaii. There are 4 
runs of the program displaying all or parts of the well. In 
the middle of the output is an example search and 
example error response. 
and R. SIMMS 
The first display is of stratigraphic unit 'C'. All well 
displays contain unit labels, symbolic display, footages, a 
brief lithic description, and relative percentages of the 
lithic elements. 
The second display is of the entire well, this time at a 
scale of I in. = 200 ft. After the display there are a series 
of M r s  commands (" # "  prefix) followed by a data 
search of wells in the system at the time. After this the 
same well is displayed at various scales. 
COO~DZS&TES: NWNE 32-21N 6W 
STATE: B~&II 
COUNT~: ~&~AC&~BO 
3LEV&TXOB: 7~2 PE~T 




























350 CALCKHEOUS DOLOZ~TS ~2.750U0 
~OSSILI~EROUS ~XCRIT~ 13.75000 
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Io~ LIThlC AR~NI~E @U.61249 
CH£2£ 19.9~998 
LIMESTONE lo.362~ 
~OOEL¥ WASHED BIOSP&EI~£ ~.122@98 
fELDSPATRIC GSEYWACKZ 2.~4250~ 
ANSTD~i~E I.i82~99 
Crh£3 9.607559 
zG6 ACIDIC VOLCANIC 9~.2500~ 
CT~£R 9.75~0wG 
33~ C.~LCiK~OUS OOLOXIf3 ~2.75o~G % 
fO£3iL£FE£OU5 EICEiT£ 13.75C$5 
~£C~ITE 8 DIS~;&CilIE 13.75v00 
~%v COAL 90.250~u 
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$C *SOUHCE*eSP -P~INT* 
> -PRINT- ASSIGNZD ~ECEI~ NUMBER 6~625 
~PRINT • ~,6~5 RELEASED, 6 PAGES 
SOU SAS.GO 
# $COM~EN~: Eli BACK AND nELA~ 0N~iL ~00 SEE "EXEC~TIO~ OF SAS BgGINS:" 
@ $R 5AS.OBJ 5=SAS.DATA 3=$~SOURCE ~ SCABDS=*~SOURCE ~ T=5 
# EXZCUTiON BEGINS 
.750000 
5 2 . 2 5 0 0 0  
. 2 . 7 5 0 0 0  
5 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
90.250~3 
9.750000 
&X~CUTION OF SAS BEGINS: 
÷ LO~D 
~4ZBEB OF INPUZ BECC~DS: 85 
~ShBZR OF WELLS DETTCTED: 6 
+ W£~LS 
~LL SA3~ PEB~IT NU~B~h 
I - - - W E L ~  A . . . .  I 1 2 3 . 5  1 
aZLL B 5~321 
~ i L L  C 11111 8 
~s~ ~ELL 11705 15 
SUPERIOR ANDROS 0~001 29 
CONSUMEES-RUFFI 2&179 5~ 
~ND OF @ELLS. 
+ EIAhlNE IESI. WELL 
*~ ~ELL: 'TESI.@ELL 
+ LX~LA!N 








+ E~A~INE TEST WELL 
: UNITS 
UNIT 
*4" ~d£ WELL ~OU SP£CIFIhD ON ~[iE 'EXAA£NE I COAZAND 
DOES NO~ NO~ LXACTLY SATCH A~ OF IHK ~ELLS THAI dZR~ 
IN YgUR EATA. ~EMEMBER ~HAT A WELl NAd£ 
COdSiSTS OF A CGaPAH¥,FAR~,AND W~LL NUMBER ib 
ABBREVIATED FORM. IF YGU CAN'T RE~BER TB~ EXACT 
JAME OF A WELL, USE I~'S PERMIT N~MBER ZNSTEAD. 




TOP BOTTCR BECCRD # 
STRAT_A IC0 200 16 
STRAT_B 2(& 350 19 
~2~AT_C 350 .00 21 
STRAT_D .00 600 23 
SIRAT E 6£G 850 25 
STRAT_F 650 1000 27 
E~D OF UNITS. 
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: DIS~LAY~TTL SCALE=t50 
m 
" TEST WELL 
COOiDINA~ES: NWNE 32-21N OW 
STATE: HAWAII 
COUN£X: ~ARACAIBC 
~LEVA~ION: 7~2 PERMIT ~UMBER: 11705 
SCALE ~ACTO~: I INCH = U LINES = 15J ~ZE~ 
sraA21G3APHIC CROS3- 
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- 20C ACIDIC VOLCAN=C 
C~E~R 
- 35~ CAICAaZOUS DOLOalI£ 
~OS$=LIFEEO~5 ~ICEiTE 
C=EEE 
- ~ COAL 
6uC ~Aa~Z A~hNITI 
EICLITHI/E 
CYhE~ 
- ~Eb SALT 
CIEE~ 
- IOLO 
~u .  E12~J i 
1 9 . 9 ~ 9 ~ 8  
1 ~ . 3 d 2 ~ 9  
8 . 1 2 2 ~ 9 d  
z . U - 2 5 0 3  













~ND OF CROSS-SECTION. 
: 3~3 
+ COL~I:.C¢I= LEiS GET A HAE~ COPY C~ idIS 
* h~J 
$30U P~. ~IOUS 
CON'[~OL ~Ph~N~ HOLD PE/N==~"N 
# ~P~INT* ASSIGI{ED hECEIPT NU:{BZ~ o~629 
# ~C "SOUECE'~SP sPBINI~ 
3E3 























O C C O O C O O C O  - 
iND OF CEOSS-S~CTICN. 
: SA3 
+ S~JP 
SX~CU~ION OF SA5 XS ~ERZ2NA~ED 
ttJ.3) SSCONDS i~ EXICUTIGN 
# /ZICU~ION T~RZINAT~D 
C *SOURCE'~SP -~ 
35U CALCAREOUS DOLO6iTE 
~OSS~LIFEBOUS h£C~ITE 
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APPEN[MX II 






































































THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAm. A 
SIMPLE OPERATING SYSTEM IS U~ED 
~SFD TO 9ANIPULATE WELL DATA. * / ;  
STRI NG (80) COMMAND; 
ST~ ING (2~0) B~FFE~ ; 
LOGICAL FLAG, F.R~OR ; 
INTE~EF N_RECORDS,N_@ELLS,WELL, TOKEN,VAL,ESW_N; 
INTEGFR l,J; 
STRING (2~0) A~PAY .~AW_DATA(I::29) ; 
ST~ING(4) A"RAY TEMP(I::60) ; 
ST~rNG(15) ARRAY WELL_IP{I::21) ; 
STRING(5) ~RRAY W~LL ~N(I::21) ; 
INTEGER ARRAY WELL_PT~(1::21) ; 
PROCEDURE GUT (STRING(W) ARRAY A{*) ; LOGICAL RZSULT B) ; 
FOETRAN "INPUT" ; 
PROCEDURE E~PLAIN (STRING(B0) VALUE C;INTEGER VALUE T,N) ; 
~LGOL "ZXPLA001" ; 
P~e, CEDURE SETPFX (SPRING(1) VALUE P; INTEGER VALUE I.EN) ; 
FO~TR AN "SETP FX" ; 
PROCEEURE MTS; 
PROCEDURE MTSC~D(STRING(9) VALUE A: INTEGER VALUE B) ; 
FO}~TRAN "MTSCMD"; 
PROCEDURE DELLANNO [STRING(80) VALUE A; INTEGER VALUE :(ESULT N,C) ; 
ALGOL "DELLA001" ; 
PROCEDURE CLOCK (STRING(80) VALUE A) ; 
ALGOL "CLOCE001" ; 
PROCEDURE DISPL&Y 
(STRING(S0} V~LUE C3M,MAND;INTEGER VALUE WELL:INTEGER ~i~RAY 





, ~ " . ' [ ~ ' ; : . P , F L  ~, :) ; 
r , -  - , :  T.%'; T : i l  ": :~J '~ : R : "  " FT.~;'" 
: : '  i : = 1  ' ! , 7  L, o: "~ DO 
BE ;IN BUFFE;~(I-q-41~) :=TESP(I) 
END READ RECORD: 
END; 
INTEGER PROCEDURE STE(INTEGER VALUE RESULT I) ; 
BEGIN 
COMMENT: THIS PROCEDURE CONVERTS A STRING 
TO ~ NUM~F~. 
INTEGER VAL, J; 
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WHILE (COMMAND (~ I I) -,=" ") AND (3<10) DO 
BFCIN 
IF (COMMAND (I 1 I)<"0") OR (COMSAND (I11) >"9") THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX(" ",I) ; 
W~ITE("**" ILLEGAL CIIAR~.CTEP: '",COM~AND(III), 
WRITE(" DETECTED IN NUMERIC ZONSTANT."); 
IOCCNT~OL (2) ; 
ERR_N:=11: ERROR:=TRUE; GOTO RETUR~'~; 
END; 
VAL:=VAL~'I0÷ (DECODE (CO~.MAND (If I) )-2U, 0) ; 
I : = I ÷ l ;  J : = J + l ;  
E~D; 
IF  3=10 IHEN 
BEGIN SETD~X(" ",I); 
WRITF("**~ NUZERIC CONSTA~TT T39 LARGE TO CONVERT"| ; 
_TOCO~T~OL (2) ; 





P~OC]~ D[] R '~ LIST; 
BEGIN 
COL';~P, NT: P[~ODIJCE LISTING OF ALL WELLS AND 
T!I~IR PERMIT NUFBERS. 
I NTEG~R I; 
~qF~'PFX (" ", I) ; INrFTEL[~SIZF:=5; 
IF ~' W$LLS=O TIIFN 
BFGIN 
; '~TT~ (" ") ; 
waIr~(,, ~:o WELLS EXIST."); 
GOTO 5F TU[~N : 
END; 
4?TT~ (" ") ; 
WPI~E{ '' W~LL N~MF ~ERNIT NUMBF?. ~CO~I ~ #" l  ; 
WRIT~ (" ................................................. ") ; 
WP!TE(" ") ; 
FOI~ T:=I UN%IL N_WFLLS DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE{" ",WELL ID(I|," ",WELL_PN(1), 
" " ,  WELL_FTB ( I ) )  ; 
END; 
WR~TE{" "); WRITE{" END OF WELLS."); 
RETURN: 
W~ITE(" "): 
IOCOWTROL (2) ; 
END LIST: 
PROCEDURE PRINT;WPITE ("PRINT") ; 
PROCEDURE SCAN :WRITE("SCAN") ; 
PROCEPURE ALTER:WPITE ("ALTER") ; 
PROCEDURE SCAN_DATA;WRITE("SCAN_DATA") ; 
PROCEDURE EX~':CUTE;WRITE("EXECUTE") ; 
PROCEDUPE LOAD_FILE; 
BEGIN 
COKMFNT /* DATA IS READ YIA A FORTRAN 
SUBROUTINE FROM LOGICAL UNIT 5 ~/; 
INTEGER I,J; I:=J:=0; 
EEAD_RECORD; 
W!IILF FLAG DO 
BEGIN 
I:=I+l; 
IF I>29 THEN 
405 
" ' " )  ; 
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BEGIN SETPFX (" ", I) ; 
WRITE ("*)~ INTEPNAL STORAGE LIMIT EXCEEDED.") ; 
~RITE ("'~ LOADING OPERATION HALTED.") ; 




RAW_DATA (I) :=BUFFER; 
IF 3UFFEP(01 I)="I" THEN 
BE3IN CO~.~FNT /* WELL I.D. DETEUTED */; 
J:=J+1; 
IF J>21 THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX (" ",I) ; 
WRITE ("'*~ W~LL LI~I? EXCEEDED."); 
WRITE ("~ LOADING OPERATION dALTED.") 




WELL_ID (J) :=BUFFE~ (11 15) ; 
~FLL_PN (J) ::BUFFE~ {7515) ; 






WELL_PTR |J+1) :=I+I ; 
N_RECORDS :=i ; N_WELLS : =J ; 
COMMENT /" OUTPUT LOAD RESULTS 
SETPFX(" ",I) ; 
INTFIELDSIZE:=5; 
WRITE (" ") ; 
*/; 
WEITF (" NURBER OF INPUT RECORDS: ",I) ; 
WRIT~ (" NURBER OF WELLS DETECTED:",J); 
WRITE (" ") ; 
IOCONTROL (2) ; 
END LOAD_FILP; 
PROCEDIIRE PRINT_RAW_DATA; 
BEGIN INTEGER START,STOP; 1:=I; 
IF N_WELLS=O THeN 
BEGIN SETPFX(" ",I) ; 
WPITE {" ") ; 
W~ITF(" T~EBE IS NOTHING TO PRINT."); 
GOTO R ~TU RN ; 
END; 
WHILE COM~AND(III) ~ ='' " DO I:=I+I; 
WHILE (COSMAND(III)=" ")AND(I<79) DD I:=I+1; 
IF I=79 T~EN START:=STOP:=I ELSE 
BEGIN 
5TART:=STI(1) ; IF E8ROR THEN GOTO REZURN; 
WHILE (CO~HAND(III)=" ")AND(I<79) DO 1:=1+I; 
IF I=79 TI]EN STOP:=START ELSE 
STOP:=ST[(1) ; IF EBRO[~ THEN GOTO RETURN; 
E~D; 
l~ (SrART<I)O.~ (STOP>N_RECORDS) THEN 
BEGIN S_~PFX (" ", I) ; 
W~ITE("ILLEGAL RECORD DESTGNATOR.") ; 
F RR_N:=15; GCTO RETURN; 
END; 
WRITE(" "); SETPFX(" ",I); 
FOR I:=START UNTIL STOP DO 
~EGIN 
W,~IT~(" ~FCO~D ",I) ; WdITE(" ") ; 
W~!TE("COLU~NS ' R A f t '  DAZe") ; 
W.gITE ("-") : FOR J:=1 UNTIL 70 DO ~RITEON ("-") ; 
WHITE(" I- 60: I",~AW_DATA([) (9169),"}"); 
W~YTT(" 61-120: I",RAW_DATA(1) (~Oi6O),"l") ; 
WRITE("121-1~O" I", PAW_DA?A (1) (120160),"I"); 
WRITE("181-2~O: I",NAW_DA/A(I) (185160),"I"); 
WRITE(" ") ; WRITE{" ") ; 
END: WRITE (" ") ; IOCCNrPOL(2) ; 
RETURN: 
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Stratigraphic analysis system: SAS 
i'ND PRI NT_RAW_BAT A; 
9~OCE~HRE PRINT_STRAT_UNITS; 
BEGIN INTEGEP FIRST,LAST; 
?I~ST:=WFH.L_Pm~(WELL) ; 
LAS~'.=;';~:LL PTR (W~LL+I)-I; 
I~TFI ~LDS IZ ~':=5i 
~,.~T~7 (" ") ; 
' / ~ I ' . "  (" UNIT TOP BOTTO~ ~ECORD #") ; 
,: :~ I?l'! (" .......................................... ") ; 
Fo~ I:=~Ti~ST U'iTIL LAST DO 
T ~ RAW_DATA ( I )  (0~ I)="2 '' I'ilEN 
,~qGl N 
~RITE(" ",PAW_DATA (1) (1|12), 
" ",RA~J_DATA (I) (1315) , 
" ",RAW_DATA ( I )  ( IHI  5) , "  " , I )  ; 
?LA ,3: = FALSE; 
2,': D ; 
WRIT~ (" ") ; 
TF ~'I.A; fUFN ~KITR(" THEHI.] ABE NO STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS.")ELSE 
?vRTTF(" ~ND C = UNITS."); 
~,PITZ (" ") : [OCO.~ITBOL(2) ; 
END PRT~T_SfRAT_UNI~S; 
n~O~E~TFJgF ~ X A h I ~ I F ;  
BEGIN 
CC~ENT /* THIS P!',OCFDI]EE HANDLES 
DISPLAYING, SCANNINg AND MODIFYING 
OF A SINGLE WELL */; 
GET_~ELL(WFLL) ; 
IF I<PPO~ TNE.~q go TO RETUI~N; 
SFTPFX (":",I) ; 
TOC()NTr~OL (2) ; 
F, EADC ~.PD (CO.~I .~.ND) : 
WHIL~ COP, MA.~D(012)',="SA" DO 
~:EGIN 
IF COMaAND(012)="DI" THEN DISPLAY 
(COP ~.A 'ID, WELL, WELL P'f/~, RAW_D AT A, El% R_ N| 
ELSE IF CO~MAND(0{~) =''*" ~HZN GOTO NEXT 
ELSF I~ CO~P, AND(0}I)="S '' TII~N SCAN 
ELSF IF COM.~I.ND (011)="A" THEN ALTER 
:':LSE IF COMMAND(0 l 1)="p" THEN PRINT 
ELSE IF COMMAND (011 ) ="D" THEN PRINT STRAT UNITS 
ELSE IF CO~MAND(012)="CO '' ~HEN GOTO--NEXT- 
ELSE IF COMMAI(D (012)="EX" tHEN EXPLAIN (CO~MAND,2,ERR_N) 
ELSE I v COMMAND (OI2)="EE" THEN EXPLAIN (COMMAND,2,~RR_N) 
ELSE 
BEGIN SETPFX (" ", I} ; 
WEIT~ ("UNDECODABLE COMMAND") ; 
E2S_N:=9; IOCONTROL(2) ; 
END; 
NEXt: 
SETPFX (":",I) ; 
IO?.ONTRDL(2) : 
H ZA DCA[~ D (COM MAND) ; 
~N9; 
END ~%A~INF; 
PR~CEDUnE ~ ; S T _ ~ E L L ( I N T E G E ~  RESULT ~); 
~EglN 
COMMENT D~mER~INF WHICH WELL IS TO BE 
EXAMINED. ALSO CSECK TO SEE IF IT EXISTS. 
407 
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!N T~GEP l,J; 
T:=O: ERPOR:=FALSE; 
WHILE CO~,AND(II I)'~=" " DO 1:=1+I; 
WHILE (COMMAND(Ill)=" ") AND (1<79) DO 1:=I+I; 
IF 1--79 THFN 
BVGTN 5ETPFX(" ",I) ; 
W~TTF("~*~ WELL NOT SPECIFIED."); 
Z~ROR:=TNU~; IOCCNT~OL(2) ; ERa_N:=3; 
GO TO HFTIfNN 
IF (CO~mAND(TJl)<"0") (}R (CO~,~AND(I]I)>"9") tHEN 
~FGI~ 
J:=1; 
WHILE (CO~MAND(II15)-,=~ELL_ID(J)) AND 
(J<=N_'4~LLS) DO J:=J+1; 
IF ,]>N WELLS THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX (" ", I) ; 
WF, ITE ("**~ WELL: '",CO~F. AND(II15), 
"' DOES NOT ~XIST.") ; IOCONTROL(2) ; 
E?~OR:=TRUE; E~R_N:=~; GOTO RETURN: 
END 
ELSE A: =J 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN COM~ENI~: SEA2CH WELL PN'S; 
a:=1; 
W.~ZLE (CO~Na(£15)~=WELU E~(J)) ~D 
(J<=N WELLS) DO J:=J÷l~ 
YF (J>N_WELLS) 0.~ (COM~ND (I+5l I) "='' ") T;{~N 
BEGIN SE~PEX (" ", I) : 
WRITE ("~'~ WELL: '",COffMAND(II5) , 
"' DOES NOT EXIST.") ; IOCONTROL(2) ; 
ERROR:=T~UE; ERR_N:=5; GOTO RETURN; 
END 
ELSE A : = J  
~ND; 
EETURN: 
END GFT_WELL ; 
COMMENT /~ DECODE A~D EXECUTE COMMANDS 
FN,') S USER. 
INTEGER XXCNT; XXCNT:=O: 
IOCONTROL (~) ; 
WRITE("EXECUTION OF SAS BEGINS:") ; 
!OCONT~OL (2) : 
N RFCOL'OS:=N WELLS:=O; ZR~_N:=17; 
S~5"PEX ("÷", 1 [ ;  
IOCONT:qOL(2): 
W{ILE COMNAND(OI2)-,=-ST. DO 
[~ FC- T N 
IF CO~AND(012)="LO" TdE'4 LOAD FILE 
ELSE IF CO~NAND{9J l) ="R" TIIEN EXECUTE 
ELSE IF CO,MAiD(Of I) 
ELS~ IF :OMMAND(OI I) 
ELSE IF COZ~A:iD(OI2) 
ELSF TF COM~AND(OI 2) 
F.LS~'. IF c0~:'1~.'~('.)12) 
~LSF IF CO~. ' , ID (O  12) 
;eLSE ]P CO~.~A~D(OI 3) 
EI.S~ IF COMmAND(Of2) 
EL3E TF CS~MAND(OI I) 
~LSF IF CO~,%~lO(OI3) 
~LSE TP COM~%.ND(OI 2) 
ELSE IF COMMAND{OI 2) 
ELSE 
* / ;  
BEGIN SETPFX (" ",I) ; 
WRITE ("INVALID 3AS CO~'~A.'~D.") ; 





R~ADCARD (CO'~AND) ; 
END ; 
SFTPPX (" ",I); 
="~" THEN LIST 
="P" T[~E, PRINT RAW_DATA 
="~C" T "'~'~I,.I SCAN-DATA 
="~.T" Turn MTS 
=" HE" T [lEq EXPLAIN (COMt~AND, I ,~'R~_~;) 
="CO" THF~ GOTO NEXT 
=" ZXP" THEN EXPLAIN (CO~.AND, I, E~F_N) 
="v.X" TdEN EX~IINE 
="," THEN GOTO NEXT 
="SIG" THEN MISCMD (,,$SIGNOFF ,,, 3) 
--"~,M' THEN DETT./LNNO(tOMMAND, EiCP_N,X.<C.~tT) 
="TI" THEN CLOCK (COMMAND) 
Strati~aphic analysis system: SAS 409 
391 WRITY (" ") ; 
3')2 W'~IT = ("EXFCOTION OF SAS 
393 W~TTE (" ") ; 
3 q~ ~ ~D. 
~ND OF FILE 
$SINK PREVIOUS 







































































PROCEDURF CLOCK (STRING(80) VALUE A );  
BEr, I N 
COMMEN T: THIS IS A PROCEDURE NHICH PROVIDES ACCESS 
TO DIFFERENT TIMES. FOR MORE INFORmaTION 
SEE "TI.~E" SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION MTS VOL 3. 
P~COCEDURE TI~E (INTHG~,R VALUE A,B); 
FORTRAN "TIME"; 
PROCEDURE 5ETPFX (STRING(I) VALUE &; INTEGEg VALUE B) ; 
FORTRAN "3ETPFX"; 
INTEGER I,J; I:=J:=0; 
W}IILF A (IJ I)'~=" " DO I:=I+1; 
WHILE (A(III)=" ") AND (I<79) DO I:=I+1; 
IF I=79 TH?N j:=l# ELSE 
WHILE A (I] I}-,=" " DO 
BEGIN 
J:=J~10* (DECODE (A (If I))-2~,0) ; 
I:=T+I; 
END; 
]:~ (J<0) OR (j>11) T~:EN J:=~; 
S}:TPFX(" ",I) ; II~F(J,I); 
END . 
PROCEDURE EXPLAIN(STRING(80) VALUE C; INTEGER VALUE T,N) ; 
BFGI N 
COMMENT: THIS $S -~N EXTERNAL PROCEDURE TO HELP 
THE CONFUSED USER. 
PPOC£DURE SETPYX (STRING(1) VALUE P; INTEGER VALUE B) ; 
FORTnAN "SETP~X" ; 
PROCEDUWF 9 ESS~GF ; 
B~GI N 
IN T~GEP, J; 
IF N<11 TIiEN 
9~GIN 
STRING(53) ARRAY ER~ TAB(I::~8); 
INTEG P,R A'~ RAY PT[~ (I::I0); 
PTR(1) :=I: PT~ (2) :=7; PTR[3) :=12: DTR(4) :=17: 
"~T9(6) :-3 :~ [~r (7,~ = :~ ;  ~'TR~4):=~0 PTR (J):=u,~; 
PTR (5) :=~7; 
PTR [ ~ u, 6: 
=Hn_TAB ( 
-'~ ~_'A B ( 
£R 2 _T~ B ( 
~R~_TAS [ 
~RP TAB ( 
FE~_TA B ( 
~RI- TAB ( 
ER 2_T', B ( 
I) :="'I'~ THrs ~HFOR IS NOT YOUR FAULT. WH~.T HAPPENED IS "; 
2) :="THAT THE ARRAY WHICH HOLDS ~LL ¥OUR DATA WAS NOr MADE"; 
3) :="LARGE ENOUGH FOR YOU. YOU LIAVE TWO SOLJTIONS: I) TF, Y"; 
~) :="AGAIN WITH LESS DATA OR 2) .RECOMPILZ WHOLE PROGRAM "; 
5) :="SETT:'Nq UPPEP BOUND ON ARRAY 'RAW_DATA' TO HIr;HEi< "; 
6) :="VALUZ. "; 
7) :="'2'~ ZHIS .,TENOR IS NOT Y~UR FAULT. WHAT HAP~ZN¢.) IS "; 
H) := 'T},'AT THE ARRAY THaT !~OLDS POINTERS r e , ALL YOUR ,~ELLS "; 
"~) :="W&S OVE~FIL'IED. YOU HAVE TWO 5DLUTIONS: I) TRY ~,;AIN"; 
19) :="',4ITH FEWEI~ WFLLS O]~ 2) ~ECOMPILE M~,IN PROG[:AM SETTI'~<;"; 
EPP_TAB(11) :="UpPEi{ BOUND ON APPAY '~£LL_PTR' TO ~ zIIr, BE~ VALId. "; 
EPR_TAB(12) :="$35 TO EXAMINE A WELL, EITHFR THE NAME OF THE N~-LL "; 
ERR_TAB (13) :="OR THE PERMIT ~UMBER MUST BE SPECIFIED ON THE "; 
ERR_TAB(I~) :="t EXAMINE# COMMAND. YOU DIDNIT PUT EITHER ONE ON. A "; 
FRI~_TAB(15) :="LEGAL COMMAND COOLD BE: "; 
ERP,_TAB (16) :=" EXAMINE WELL2 "; 
EPR_TAB(17) :="'4" THF NELL YOU S•ECIFIED ON THE 'EXAMINE' =O~MAND "; 
EPP_TAB (18} :="DOES NOT NOT EXACTLY MATCH ANY OF THE WELLS THAI' WERE"; 
ER~_TAB(19) :="IN YOUR DA~A. REMEMBER THAT I WELL NAME "; 
ER~_TAB(20) :="CONSISTS OF A COMPANY,FARM,AND WELL NUMBER IN "; 
EPP_TAB{21) :="ABBRZVIATED FORM. IF YOU CANtT REMEMBER THE EXACt "; 
ERR_TAB(22) :="NAME OF A WELL, USE IT'S PERMIT NUMBER INSTEAD. "; 
ERR_TAB(23) :="FOR EXAMPLE USE: "; 
ERR_TAB (24) :=" EXAMINE 21677 " ; 
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E~_~A B (35) 
EPR_TAD(36) 
E~P,,_TA B (37) 
EEl_TAB (3R) 
ER~' TAB(39) 
~.R P_Tt, S (40) 
~ R H _ T A B ( ~ I )  
~_T~ B (~2) 
ER ~_TA [5 (U3) 
FR~_TAB (~,~) 
ER ~_L'A S (~,5) 
ER[~ TAB(~6) 
ER ~_TAB (~,7) 
~'I~ F_ TAB (~,8) 
END ELSE 
:="TNSTEAD OF: ,,; 
:=" EXAMINE WRONGWELLNAME "; 
:="'5" "[HE WELL PERMTT NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH ~NY OF "; 
:="THE PERMIT NOHBERS THAT ARE IN YOUR DA~A. EIPHFR "; 
:="CHECK YOUR DATA, O8 TRY ANOTHER PERMIT NUMBER. "; 
:="'~6 ~' THE MODIFIER YOU USED, NO MATTER HOW COR~ECI' "; 
:="IT LOOKS, 15 STILL ILLEGAL. LEGAL MODIFIESS ARE ~NLI,"; 
: =" ~%NLO, ~SNC S, ~NW N,~MI N, ~FOS, 9CH ~, ~)T XT,:~S r R, ~D i0, ~ pDR, ,,; 
:="~PEE,~HUE,~HYD,~)TTL,~FUL. FOH MORE INFOR.'~ATION 9N "; 
:="MODIFTERS, GIVE THE FSLLOWING COHMA.ND: "; 
:=" F~XPLATN ~.ODIFIERS ,,; 
:="~'7. THE NAME OF THE STRATIGRAPHIC U~'IT YOU SPECIFIED "; 
:="ON THE DISPLAY COMMAND WAS ]'00 LONG. N~MES OF "; 
:="STBATIG~APHIC UNITS CAN ONLY £~E UP TO 12 CHARACI'Z?~S "; 
:=:'LONG. ,, ; 
:="~'8'~ THE ST~ATIGRAPHIC UNIT YOU SPECIFIED ON THE "; 
:="DISPLAY COMMAND DOES NOT MATCH ANY OF T~IE UNITS l~! ": 
:="T,E WELL YOU ARE EXAMINTNC,. YOU PROBABLY T~PED "; 
:="TN THE WRONG CHARACTEP SOMEWHERE. ,,; 
:="'9" THE CORMAND YOU TSSUED DOES NOT EXIST IN THE "; 
:="'EXAMINe' ~ODE. ALL COMMANDS HUSf BEGIN IN COL;J[IN 1."; 
=="'I'10 ~' THE CO~MA.'~D yOU ISSUED IS NOT A SAS COnd~.~D. "; 
:="ALL COMgANDS MUST I'F;IN IN COLOMN I. "; 
=="'I'11 ~' ON THF DTSPLA~ COMMAND, THE SCALE OF fHE .gROSS-"; 
J :=PTR (N) ; 
W~ITE (" ",ERR T~.B (J)) ; 
J:=J+ I; 
WHILE FF, R_T&}I(J) CO 11) "="''' DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE(" ",ERR TAB(J)) ; 
J:=J+1; 
END; 
TF N<20 THEN 
BEGIN 
STFI~L~(53) A ~ A Y  EHN_TAB(~48::92) ; INTEGER AR~A( PTR(11::20) ; 
PT~'(11):=~.8: PTR(12):=5]; PTN(13) :=57; Prl~(~) :=63; PTR(15) :=5~; 
PTN(16) :=75; PTP (17) :=76; PTR(18) :=77; P'R(19) :=83; PTR(20) :=88; 
" _  {"8) "="~' 11" .~,.2,, TAB . ON THE DISPLAY CO'HAND, Tit ~' SCALE OF Tile ZROSS-"; 
ERP_TAB(U,g) :="SECTTON CAN BE SET []SIN,; TPE 'SCALE =' PArAmETeR. "['HE "; 
ENP_TAB(50) :="SCALq CAN ONI.Y RE SET T3 A NUClidIC :ORS"ANt. T[i~T "; 
EP~;,_TAB(51) :="gEARS A STRING OF U~ TO q DIGITS, NOT CONTAINING ANY "; 
~HE_TAB(52) :="BLANKS OR NON-NUMErIC CHARACTERS. " ; 
~RP_TAB(53) :="~'12~' SINC~ ALL INTE{;~R VALUES ARE SToEF. D IN AN A~E "; 
~RR TAB(5~):="OF L£MITED SIZE, THE[,F IS A LIMIT ON THE SIZ!': OF ": 
. :,_'I'~B(Lg):="NUMERIC CONSTANTS T['~AT CA,'~ HE USED. ]IN SAS TH~ LI~IT "; 
EZ,'[~_TAH(56) :="IS 9 CONSECUTIVE DI~;ITS FOP THE 'SCALE =' PAEA~ErEP. "; 
Fg~_TAB (57) 
ERR_TAB (5B) 
ER N_TAB (59) 
~NR_TA S (60) 
ERR TAB(61) 
ERR_TAB (62) 
ER}, TAB (63) 
~'? R_TA U (6~,) 
EPR_TAB (65) 
EPR_TA B (66) 
'~RR_TAB (67) 




ER H_TAE (72) 
Z~.[~ _TAB (73) 
ERR_TAB (7~,) 
ENP_TA S (75) 
~RR_TAB (76) 
ERP_TA B (77) 
E;~5_TAB (78) 
EEP ]2AB(79) 
ENL:_TA n (SO) 
ERE'_TA B (81) 
ERE_TAB (82) 
E,~F TAP (83) 
ER ~_TAB (8;%) 
EEl_ ['AB (85) 
E2R_TA B (86) 
=~F_TAB (87) 
PR ?_TA B (8,~) 
:="'I'13'I' THE VALUE SCALE IS SET TO, DETERMINES "; 
:="THE NOHBER OF F~ET THAT WILL BE REPRESENTED "; 
:="BY ONE INCH OF THE PRINTED CROSS-SECTION. "; 
:="AS THE VALUE, OF SCALE => ZERO, T~{F LENGTH "; 
:="OF TH~ CROSS-SECTION ~PPROACHES INFINITY "; 
:="--SO ZERO IS AN ILLEGAL SCALE FACTOR. "; 
:="~'I~" THERE WAS A NON-NUME~I= C H A R A C T E R  IN THE " ;  
:="INTEHVAL COLU{~NS OF THE DATA RE=ORD. PROBABLY "; 
:="A KEYPUNCW ERROR. AN INTEHVAL CONSISTS OF TWO "; 
: ="FIVE DIGIT INTEGERS SPECIFYING THE TOP AND "; 
:="[~OTTOM OF THE INTERVAL. "; 
: = " ~ ' 1 5 "  THE~E ARE NO DATA ;~ECORDS ASSOCIAT~,D WITH tEE "; 
:="RECORD NUMBER YOU SPECIFIED ON THE 'PRI?~T' "; 
:="CO~.M~ND. El'tHEN YOJ HAVEN'T ENTE?ED ANY DATA "; 
:="WITH THR ' LOAD' COMMAND, OR YOU SPECIFIED A "; 
=="NUMBER PHAT WAS TOO HIGH OR ZERO. THE 'LOAD' "; 
:="COMMAND NUMBERS EACH REEORD SEODENTIALLY START- "; 
:="I~G WITH 1 .  "; 
:="~'16~' YOUR INTERVALS A~E IN THE WRONG ORDER. "" 
:="~'17~' NO SERIOUS ERRORS HAVE BEEN ~ADE. "; 
:="'18" YOU POT A NUMBF,9 ON THE 'DISPLAY' COMMAND. THAT"; 
:="NUMBE~ WAS TNTERPRETED AS h RECORD DESIGNATOR. AFTER"; 
:="A 'LO.~D' COMMAND EACH RICO.NO IS ASSIGNED A NU~B£~ "; 
:="STARTING WIT~ I. YOU SPECIFIED .% 5'ECOND T~AT IS NOT "; 
:="IN THE WFLL YOU ARE EXAF~INING. (RhMEMNER i'HAr IN "; 
:="EXAM[RE MODE O~LY I WELL AT A TIME C.%N lIE WORKE9 ON ',; 
:="~,lq~, THE NUMBER YOU PUT ON FHE 'DISPLAY' COMR.%ND WA~"; 
:="INTESPRETED TO HE A ~ECORO DESIGNATOR. THE iF.CON!) "; 
:="THAT WAS SPECIFIED ~AS NOT A STEATIG~A#[IIC dh.'020. "; 
:="':IVE THE 'UNITS' COMMAND TO DETEI'II.N~ T~Z PROPE[~ "; 
:="RECC~D N[I~BER YOU WANT. ": 
:="~'20 'k CI{ECK YOUR DATA. NO STRATIgRAPHIC ~,[.~CO~D3 ,4E2E "; 









































































~RR_TAB{89) :="POUND IN 
m?P_TAB (96) :="'DIqPLAY' 
~H_~AB(91) :="WOR~ ON. 
ER.~_TAB (92) :="~2 1 * 
END; 
PND 
TH~ WELL YOU ~E~E F~YING TO DISPLAY. TqZ 
COMMAND MUST HAVE STRATIGHAPHIC UNITS ~u 
J:=pTm (N) ; 
WR ITF (" ", EaR_r~B (J)) ; 
J:=J+1: 
WHIL~ F~9_TAB(J)(011)~="~" Dr, 
BFGIN 




STRING (7) .%R~AY COM(I::23) ; 
STRING(3) ADRAY MD(I::Ib) ; 
I k"r EG Z R I; 
CO~ ( I) : ="MTS ": 
COM(2) :="LOAD "; 
:,~ ( 3) :="RU~ "; 
COM( ~) :="WILLS "; 
CO~(5) :="SCAN "; 
C,'~ ( 6) : =" STOP "; 
CO~:(7) :="H~LP ": 
COM ( 8)'="COhMVNT"; 
COM ( ~)) : ="EXAMINE" ; 
[;O.~ (10) :="EX PLAIN"; 
CO,~[ (11 ) : ="SIqNOFF" ; 
" ~i(12) :="TIY~ "; 
C.'}': (I]) "-"P~)ZNT.- "; 
C!)~ (1.4,) : =" " ; 
C:')M (1S) :="3AS "; 
CO~ (16) :="DIS( LAY" ; 
Ct)M(17) .---"SCAN "; 
COM (18)  :="AI,TF~ "" 
TO~ (19) :="PdINT "; 
CO~ (2'3) .-'-"~OV'~;'..=N~"; 
cr)1 (21 ) : =" E~ PLAIN" ; 
~OM (9_2) : ="HELP " ; 
CC~I(23) :="U~4ITS "; 
~D( I) :="NLI"; 
t~D( 2) :="NCO"; 
MD( 3) :="~:CS"; 
~ID(~) : =" N'.': N" ; 
~D( 5) :="MIX"; 
~D (~) :="~3S"; 
MD { 7) : ="C'{~"; 
~D( ~) :="TXT"; 
~D ( 9 )  "="ST.~"; 
MD (19) : ="DIO" ; 
~D (11) :="P3~"; 
MD (12) :="P~"; 
MD (13) : ="~UP" ; 
Y~D (1~) :="HYD"; 
~O (15) :="TTL"; 
MD (16) : ="FUL" ; 
REGIN 
[r c(1 
WR TTS (" 
WRITE (" 
"~R ITE (" 
WRITT (" 
;~ITE" (" 




WNITE ("Doscription : 
~: =~; SqTPF(("*",I) ,'¢~ITF, (" ") ; 
IV C (011)="!!" TH:-'N MESSAGE ELSE 
WUII,~ C(I{1) ~=" " DO I:=1+1; 
%':fILE (C (ll I) =" ") AND(I<79) DO I:=i+1; 
IF (I=79) OR (C (II 3) ="EP,~") TilEN '~Ef~SAGZ ELSE 
COMMENT: ,~XPLAIN YIIAT HE WANTS; 
IF- C{II=~) ="COM~" ~!'EN 
W~:ITF(" SAS CC~,RANDS") ;WDITE(" ") ; 
~OR 1:=1 UNTIL 13 DR 
WPlTE(" ",COM(1)) ;~PIT,"(" ") ; 
WL{ITP (" ZKA,~I~E COMMANDS") ; WRITE (" ") ; 
FO3 I:=15 UNTIL 23 DO 
WPrT~ ( .... ,CO~ (r)) ; 
GO TO 8ETUPN; 
END ELSE 
IF C (If 3) ="MOD" T~EN 
I~FGII] 
~91TF(" MODIFIERS FOE DISPLAY COMMAND"); 
WPTTE(" ") ; 
FO~ I:=I UNTIL 16 DO 
WRITF(" 9",,~D(])) : 
7OTO P ETUI~N ; 
~9 ELSE 
U) ="iOA~" THPN BEGIN 
LOAD 
COMMAND DESCPIPTION 
To redid in users 4at4. 
ir)AD 















































































~:~IT = (,, 
" record read") ; 
W ~ ITE (" 
"I ~, so every") ; 
W~ IT~ (" 
" Rumber.") ; 
W RITE (" 
"4P IT = (" 
"logic~l unit 5.") ; 
~JP !TE (" 
~.':dI TE (" 
"n tn~ total") ; 
W~IT = (,, 
". If internal") ; 
W~ITF(" 
"l be printed out.") ; 
W ~ ITE (" 
WET T ~ (" 
"~lloc%tion will") : 
'.4~ ITE (" 
" t~e upper limits"); 
W~ [TE (" 
WRITE ("Example: 
" 1 well ID"); 
WRTTE (" 
"olog~c records.") ; 
WNITE (" 
WP ITE (" 
~R ! TE (" 




WP I"E (" ") ; 
which should consist entirely ot well ID, s", 
and lithologic records. Eacu 2~3 character", 
in is numbered sequentially starting with '", 
record ~ill have a unique record designator", 
") ; 
The data is read from the rile ~ttached to ", 
") ; 
Overflc~ ") ; 
An arbitrary limit has been pl~ced o", 
number oi: records that can be loa~el", 
overflow occurs ~n error ~essage wil", 
") ; 
In the near future, Jynamic storaqe ", 
be imp!ementeJ so the user can reset", 
of his storade if ne ~esires. ") ; 
") ; 
Supose the file attached to unit 5 contains", 
record, 2 stratigraphic records, and ~ lith", 
") ; 
LOAD ") ; 
") ; 
will cause 7 records to be lead in a[,d numb", 
IOCONTROL (2) : 
E~D. 
PRgCEDUSE DISPLAY 
(STRING (80) VALUE COM~AND;INTFGER VALUE WELL;INTEGER ARRAY 
H=LL_PTP (~) ;ST~ING (2~0) APEAY PAW_DATA(') ;INTEGER VAL~E RESUL~ 
~_N); 
COMmON'F" PHIS PNOCEDUNE MAKES C~OSS-SECTIONS OF A ~ELL; 




PON,PE~, HUE,HYD,TTL, NWN, FUL : 
STSING(31) A~NA¥ LIT_TAS(0::~0) ; 
T NTEG E'I C,TOP,BOT ,LTP, REC,TY PE, PTR; 
~EAI. A~T, PCT,OT HFR ; 
INTEGE9 FIRST,I,LAST,SCALE,K; 
RERL APRAY MP(I::3) ; 
NEAt ARBAY LIT_T(I::30) ; 
INTEGEI~ ARNA¥ LIT P(I::30) ; 
SI~ING(I0) LIN~: ; 
5T~ING(12) STRAT: 
ST~ING (5) D.~ PT[I, .;EPTII2 ; 
STRING (I) CX,~CD : 
PROCEEU5 F [:ECOD ~_COM~ AND; 
B F GT~J 
CO~M'NT: PA~SE AND DECODF T~:E COMMAND P'RDM ~JSER; 
IN TEt; F~'~ i , J ,  K 1 ,  K 2 ,  I ,  TONE'~ , V A L ,  MFT F~ST, ~,LAS r : 





3 q i  































































Stratigraphic analysis system: SAS 413 
I~'TEGF? PROCED[IRE -;TI(T'4TF{;EN VALUE RvSULT I); 
CO'~FNT: THIS P~OC~DU~F CONVF~TS A STRI:~q 
TO A NU~PE~. 
I NTZ';ZR VAL, J; 
J: =VAI.: =0; 
WHII r (CO~.AND(IJl)-,=" ") A:;D (J<10) DO 
lBf; ;IN 
i~ (C0'4"IA~0 (T 1 I) <"0") O~ (CO, MAYO (I 1 I) >"~)") I':~EN 
BFG[N S~ IPFX(" ",I) ; 
WRITE("*** ILLEGAL C!~Ai~CmEE: '",CO~AND (II I),"',") ; 
WRI!~(" DE I'ECTL.'~ IN NUMERIC ZONSTANT.") ; 
TOCONTROL{2) ; 
[:RR_N:=11; ?~P, ROR:=T[~UE; GOT3 ~ETURN; 
-~ND; 
VAL:=VAL*IO÷ (Di'CODE(CO~:~AND (II I))-2g0) ; 
I:=I+I; d:=J+l; 
END: 
I F  J=10 fHEN 
B~';!~ SETPFX (" ",1) ; 
WalTE( "*~ NUMERIC CONSTANT TOO LAiU;E TO CONVERI'."); 
IOCONCP, OL | 2) ; 





?BOCEDUPE SCAN(INTEGE~ VALUE ~ESULT I) : 
BEGIN 
WI;ILE (COMmAND(If I)=" ") AND (T<79) DO I:=I*1; 
IF I=79 THEN 
8~C, IN 
TOK F N :=4; VAL:=O; 
END ELSE 
IF CO~MAND(II2) ="*E" THEN 
8EGTN 
TOWEN:=2: VAL:=~FIRST; I:=I+2; 
FND ELSE 
IF CO?MAiD(If2) ="*L" THEN 
BEGIN 
TOKEN:=2; VAL :=MLAST; I:=I+2; 
END ELSE 
IF (COMMAND(If I) >="0") A'~D(CO~RAND (II I) <="9") THEN 
BEGIN 
TOKEN:=2; VAL:=STI(I) ; 
IF ERROR ~gll GOTO RETURN: 
IF (VAL<WELL PTR {WELL) }OR 
(~AL>W F~L L_PT R (W ELL + I) - I) THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX(" ",I) ; 
WRITE{"*** RECORD DESIGNATOR: '",VAL,"' SPECIFIES" 
); 
WRIT~(" A RECORD THAT IS NOT IN THE WELL.") ; 
ERR_N:=18; ERROR:=TRUE; 
IOCONTROL(2) ; GOTO RETURN; 
E~D; 
IF RAW_DATA (VAL) (01 I) -,="2" THEN 
BEGIN SETP~X(" ",I) ; 
WRITE("*** RECORD: '",VAL,"' IS WOT A"); 
WRITE(" STRATOGRAPHIC RECORD.") ; 
ERR N:=19; ERROR:=TRUE; 
IOCONTROL(2) ; GO TO RETORN; 
END; 
EN D EL SE 
IF CO~AND(II6) ="SCALE =" THEN 
BEGIN 
TOKEN:=3: I:=I÷6: VAL:=STI(I) ; 
IF ERRO~ THEN GOTO RETURN; 
END F, LSE 
IF COMMAND (If 5) ="CWAR =" TI~EN 
BEGIN TOKEN:=5; 
I:=T+5; BCD:=CO~SAND(II I) : 
WHILE COMMAND(III)-~=" " DO I:=I+l; 
END ELSE 
CAGE() VOL, 3 NO. 3--C 





































































J:=0; UNIT:=" "; 
WHILF (COMMAnD(Ill) -,=" ") AND |J<=11) DO 
BE';IN 
U'4TT (Jl I) :=COMMAND (TJ I) ; 
I:=I+I; J:=J+l; 
END ; 
IF J>11 TH~.N 
BEGIN 
warr£ ("*** STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT '",UNIT,"'"); 
WRITE (" EXCEEDS MAXIMUM STRING LENdFH.") ; 
IOCO='~TROL (2) ; 
F, RR_N:=7; ERROR:=TRUE; GOTO RETURN; 
END ; 
KI:=N~LL PTR (WELL) ; 
K2 : =~IFLL_PTR (W ELL+ I ) - I ; 
FLAG: =TNUF; 
W~ILE (KI<K2)KND (FLAG) DO 
BEGIN 
IF RltW P, ATA(KI) (011) --"2" THEN 
BZGYN 
FLAG :=TSUE: 
IF UNIT(OI12)=RAW DATA(KI) (1112) r~ZN 
BEGIN 





IF FLAG THF, N 
BEGTN SFTPFX(" ",1); 
WRITE ("~ STRATOGRAPHIC UNIT u",URIT,"I NOT FOUND."); 







IF (VAL=W ELL_PT R {W ELL) ) OR 
(VAL=WELL_PTR(WELL+I)) THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX{" ",I) ; 
RRITE("$$~ NO STRATIGRAPHIC RECORDS FOUND" 
," IN WELL: '",B&W_DAT&(WELL_PTR(WELL)} 
{ 1 1 1 5 ) , " ' . " )  ; 
WRITE{" DISPLAY ABORTED."); 
ERR N:=20; ERROR:=TRUE; 
IOCONTROL 42) ; GOTO RETURN; 
END; 
ENC CHECK ; 
COMMENT: DEFAULT INITIALIZATIONS; 
LIT:=COL:=SEC:=TRUE; I:=1; NWN:=ERROR:=FALSE; 
M IN: = FOS: =CHM: =TXT: =STRC: =DIOG := POE: = PER := HU E: = HY D:=TTL: =FALSE 
COMMENT: NON FIND ANI MODIFIERS; 
WHILE COMMAND(I{ I)"=" " DO 
BEGI~ 
IF COMMAND(I{I)="~" THEN 
COMMENT: MODIFIER DETECTED; 








MD="NLI" THEN LIT :=FALSE ELSE 
MD="NCO" THEN COL :=FALSE ELSE 
MD="NCS" THEN SEC :=FALSE ELSE 
MD="MIN" TdEN MI~ :=TRUE ELSE 
SD="FOS" THEN FOS :=TRUE ELSE 
MD="~WN" THEM NWN :=TRUE ELSE 
IF ~D="CHM " THEN CHM :=TRUE ELSE 
IF MD="TXT" THEN TXT :=T.~UE ELSE 
I ~ MD="STR" THFN STHC:=TRUE ELSE 
IF ~D="DIO" THEN DIOG:=TRUE ELSE 
IF MD="POR" THEM POE :=TRUE ELSE 
][F MD="PER " THEN PER :=TRUE ELqE 
IF MD="HUE" THEN HUE :=TRUE ~LSE 















































































Stratigraphic analysis system: SAS 
IF MD="TTL '' THEN TTL :=TRUE ELSE 
3E~IN SETPFX(" ",I); 
WRIT ~ ("~*~ ILLEGAL MODIFIER: '%",~D,"'.") ; 






CO~NK~T: DETERMINE !NTE~VAL AND SCALE FACTOR; 
ERROR :=FALSE; 
SCALE:=20; CX:=" ]"; 
V&L:=WELL_PTR (WELL) ; 
WRILE(RAW_DATA[VAL) {011) ~="2") AND(VAL<WELL_PTB (WELL+I)) DO 
VAL: =VAL+ I ; 
CHECK; ~FIRST :=VAL; 
VAL: =WELL_PTR (MELL+ 1) -1  ; 
WH¿LE(RAW_DA]~A(VAL) (0|I)-,="2")AND{VAL>WELL_PTR(WELL)) DO 
VAL:=VAL-I; CHECK; HLAST:=VAL; 
FIRST: =~FIRST; LAST: =MLA ST; 
T:=J: =0; 
WHILE J<q DO 
BEGIN 
SCAN(I); IF ERROR THEN GOTO RETUkN; 
J: =J+l; 
IF (TOKEN=2) END {T=O) THEN 
BEGIN 
FIRST:=LAST:=VAL; T: =I; 
END ELSE 
IF (TOKEN=2) AND (T=I} T~EN LAST:=VAL ELSE 
IF TOKEN=3 THEN SCALE:=VAL; 
IF TOKEN=5 THEN CX:=BCD; 
END; 
IF SCALE=O T~EN 
BEGIN SETPFX(" ", I) ; 
WRITE("*** Z~RO IS ILLEGAL SCALE FACTOR."}: 
ERROR:=TRUE; IOCONTROL(2) ; 
EBB N:=13; GOTO RETURN; 
END ; 
RETURN: 
END DECODE_COMM AN D; 
INTEGE~ PPOCEDI]R~ ST2 {STRING (5) VALUE A) ; 
BEGIN 
INTEGER VAL; VAL:=0; ~RROB:=PALSE; 
FOR !:=0 UNTIL ~ DO 
BEGIN 
IF A(T]I)=" " THEN A(Ill):="O"; 
IF {A (I I I) <"0") OR(A (If I) >"9") THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX(" ",I) ; 
WRITE("*~* ILLEGAL INTERVAL: '",k, "~ DETECTED") ; 
WRITE(" IN DA'~ FILE. DISPLAY ABORTED."); 
WPITE(" ERPOR FOUND IN RECORD:",REC); 
IOCONTROL (2) ; 
ERR_N:=I~; E,~ROR:=TRUP,; GOTO RETURN; 
~ND 
ELSE 
V&L:=VAL*IO÷ (DECODE (~ (If ]) )-240) ; 
END; 
R ETUP N: 
v AL 
END ST2 ; 
PROCEDUBW, CALC PC.LiTS: 
BEGIN 
COMMENT: D~.TERMINE MAIN PERCENTAGE IN 
COLUMNS 13-18 ON LITH CARD°; 
STRING (6) TEMP; 
TNTEC-ET~ PTR,NDX; 
INTFGER ARRAY CHECK(I::3) ; 












































































B. R. SHAW and R. SlMMS 
MP (1) :=C I':C~ (I) :=3; 
END; 
TF~P: =RAW_D~T~, (~EC) (121 6) ; 
FOR ~:=I UNTIL 3 DO 
BEGIN 
PTH:=2* (K-I) ; 
NDZ:=DECODE {TE~?(DTRI ]) )-240; 
I=(TF,P(PTNI I)>="I")~ND(TE~P(PTEII)<="3 '') THEN 
CO'~ME,':T: CALCULATE PERCENT~C,Z; 
~P (NDY) :=PERCFNT (TE~P (PTR+III)) ; 
IF (C~2C K[ND K) = I) A ND (-NWN) THEN 
~EGI~: 5ET?F%(".",I) ; 
:~ITE ("WARNING---~EDEFINITION OF PERCENTAGE.") ; 
~4~IT~,( " '",~E~P,"' FOUND IN COLU,~NS 13-18", 
" O = RECOFD:",EEC,",") ; 
'~<ITE(" SPECIFIES A SECON~ DEFINITION OF", 
" A PERCENTAGE CODE.") ; 
W[~ITE ("---FIRST DFFINITION IGNORED. ", 
" EXEC[ITION RESUMES:") ; 
IOCONT~OL(2) ; SETPFX (" ",I) ; 
ENg; 
CHECE (NDX) :=I; 
FND ~LSF 
.rF(TFMP(PT~II) ,=" ")AND(-,NWN) THEN 
BEGIN SEPPFK(".",I) ; 
WRITE("W~RNING---~NEKPECTED '",TEMP(PTR~I), "~'', 
" W~S DETECTED.") ; 
W~ITE(" EXPECTING A ' I','2',']', OR A ' '.") ; 
WRITE(" DETECTED IN COLUMN: ",PT~+13,", OF ~EZO~9 'm, 
REC,". ") ; 
WRITE ("---DA~A IGNORED. EXECUTION RP. SUM~S:") ; 
YOCONTROL(2) : SETPFX (" ",I) ; 
END; 
END ; 
END CALC_ FCNTS ; 
PROCEDURE ~UILD_DFSCS(I.~TEG~N VALUE START,LEN,"AX) ; 
~E~IN 
COMMENT: T~IS PROCEDURE BUILDS A DOURLE 
ARRAY Og DESCRIPTORS WHICH POINT 
INTO ENGLISH TABLES. ; 
REAL T; 
T:=ST2(RAW_DAT~ (RZC) (715))-ST2 {RAW_ DATA(REC) ~215)) ; 
T:=T/(BOT-rOP) ; 
FOR I: = 0 UNTIL LEN-I DO 
BEGIN 
G~T_UNIT(RAW DATA (~EC) (ST~RT+I*414) ,RFC) ; 
IF {PTR>MAX| AND (-,NWN) AND(TYPE-,=0) THEN 
BFGI~ SETPF~ (".", 1) ; 
WRITE ("WANNING---ILLEGaL CODE '",PTR,"' DETECTED.") ; 
WRITE(" FOUND IN RECORD: ",REC,", OF DAtA FILE."); 
WRITE ("--- E~ECUT[ON RESUMES:") ; 
IOCON~ROL(2); PTR:=~0; SETPFX(" ",I); 
END; 
IF TYPZ~=0 TIIEN 
B EGI N 
LI ~ T(C) :=MP(TYPE) *PCT'T; 
LIT P(C) :=PTR; 
C: =C+I ; 
~ND; 
COM~FNT: NOW SORT TABLE; 
FLAG: =TR[IE ; 
WHILE (~LAC,) &~D(TYPE-,=O) DO 
~EGIN [NT~GER T~P; R~AL TMP; 
FLAG:=YALSE; 
FOR T:=I UNTIL C-2 DO 
BEGIN 
IF LIT_T(1) <LIT T(I+I) T~E~ 
BEGIN ~E~P:=LIT P(K+I) ; 
LYT ~ (T+I) :=LIT_P(!) : 
LIT P(!):=TE~P; FLAG: =TRUE; 
T~P-=LIT T (1*I) ; 
L!T_T (I+1) : =LIT_T (I) ; 

















































































Stratigraphic analysis system: SAS 
IF LIT_P(I)=LIT_P(I+I) THEN 
BEGIN 
LIT_T (I) :=LIT_T (I) +LIT_T (I÷1) ; 
FOR K:=I+I UNTIL C-I DO 
BEGIN 
LIT_T(K):=LIT_T (K+1) ; 










CO~MFNT: CROSS SECTION LINE FIRST; 
INTEGER I,J,K; 
~EAL A; 
STRING (I0) CHAR; 
L!NE: = "0000000000" ; 
J:=O; I:=I; 
WBILF (I<C) AND(J<IO) DO 
BEGIN 
A:=LIT T (I) ; 
FDR K:-O U~TIL 9 
IF (A>5) AND(A<15) THEN 
ELSF I?(A>I~) AND(A<26) TBEN 
ELSE IF(A>25} AND(A<35) THEN 
ELSE IF(A>3a) AN~(A<~6) TI'~N 
ELSF IF(A>45) AND(A<55) THEN 
FLSE YF(~>5~) AND (A<66) TN~N 
=LSF I?(&>65) AND{A<75)TREN 
FLSE TF(~>74) AND (A<86) T~EN 
ELSE IF(A>7~) AND(A<86) TP.EN 
?~LSE IF(.%>85) AND(A<95)TBF.N 




DO CHAR(KIt) :=LIT TAB(LIT_P(1)) (31 I) ; 
BEGIN LINE (JII):=CHAR(O| I) ;J:=J+1 END 
BEGIN LINE(JJ2) :=CHAR (012) ;J:=J+2 END 
BEGIN LINE(JI]) :=CHAR{Of3) :J:=3÷3 END 
B~GIN LINE(JI~):=CHAR(OJ~);J:=J+~ END 
BEGIN LINE|J|5) :=CHAR(Of 5| ;J:=J÷~ END 
BEGIN LINE(JJ6) :=CMA~ (016) ;J:=J+,q END 
H~GIN LINE (JlT} :=CHAR (JJT) ;J: =J+7 ZND 
BR'~TN LINE(JIB) :=CHAR (017) ;J:=J÷7 ZND 
BEGIN LINE(JIB) :=CHAR(Old) ;J:=J+8 END 
BF.GIN LINE(JJ9):=CHAR (O19);J:=O÷9 END 
BEGIN LINE(JIIO) :=CHAR(OJIO) ; J:=J+10; E~D; 
PROCEDURE GFT_UNIT(STNING (4) VALUE UNIT;  INTEGER VALUE ~EC) ; 
BEGIN 
INTEGER PROCEDURE STI (I~ITEGE~ VALUE P,L) ; 
BEGIN 
INTEGER V; V:=O; 
FOR I:=P UNTIL P+L-I DO 
BEGIN IF UNIT (I11)=" " THEN UNIT(If 1) :="0"; 
IF (Ub]IT (I I 1) <" 0") OP, (UNIT (I I I) >"9") THEN 
BFGIN SETPFK(".",I) ; 
WR!TE("WARNING---ILLEGAL DESCRIPTIVE UNIT.") ; 
WRITE(" '",UNIT,"' WAS DETECTED IN RECORD:", 
REC,", OF DATA FILE."); 
WRITE ("---UNIT IGNORED. EXECUTION RESUMES:") ; 
IOCONTROL(2) ; SETPFX (" ",I) ; 
FRROR:=TRUE ; 
END ELSE 
V:=V*IO+(DECODE(UFIT{II I))-240) ; 
END; 
V 
END S~II ; 
~RROR : =]:ALSF ; 
IF UNIT=" " THEN TYPE:=O ELSE 
BEGIN 
TYPE: =STI (0, I) ; 
PTR:=STI (1,2) ; 
~CT:=PERCENT (UNIT (31 I)) ; 
END ; 
IF ERROP T~EN TYFE:=O; 
END GET_UNIT;  
417 










































































INTEGER PROCFDr]RE PERCENT(STRING{I) VALUF A) ; 
B E G I N  
INTFCFR PCNT; 
IF (A<"0")OR (~>"9") THEN 
BEGIN SETPFX(".",I) : 
~RIT£("WABNING---ILLEGAL PERCENTAG~ CODE '",&,"' DETECTED.") ; 
WRITE(" FOUND IN RECORD:",REC,".") ; 
WRITE(" WILL B. ~ INTERPRETED AS ZERO PERCENT."); 
WRIT ~.("---EXECUTICR PESUMES:") ; 
PCNT:=O; 
END ELSE 
















B E,G IN 
COMMENT: THIS PROCEDURF PRINTS THE TITLE FO~ THE CROSS_SE=?TON; 
SIR ING (80) TEMP; 
SETPFX(" ",I) ; INTFIFLDSIZE:=5; 
T~P:=BAW_DATA (WFLL_PTR (WELL)) (OJ80) ; 
WRITF(" ") ; 
WRITE (" ****************.8.*********-) ; 
WRIT~ (" * *") ; 
WRITE(" * ",T~MP(1115), " * " )  ; 
WRTTF (" * *") ; 
WRITE (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " ,  ; 
WRITE(" ") ; 
W~IT£(" COORDINATES: ",TE~P(55J1~)) ; W~ITE(" ") ; 
W~ITE(" STATE: ",~E~P(36J19)) ; WRITE(" "); 
WRITF(" COUNTY: ",TEMP(16J20)) ; WRITE(" "); 
WRITE(" ELEVATION: ",TEMP(69]5) ," PERMIT NUNBER: ", 
T~RP(7515)) " WRIT~(" ") ; 
WRITE(" ") ; 
WRITE(" SCALE FACTOR: 1 INC~ -- 6 LINES =",SCALE,"FEEr"); 
WRITE(" ") ; WRITE(" ") ; 
END PRINT_TITLE; 
PROCEDURE PRINT_REA CI NG; 
BEGIN SETPFX(" ",1) : WRITE(" ") ; 
WRITF("STRATIGBAPHIC CROSS-") ; 
WRITE(" UNIT SECTION DEPTH 
WRITF("-") ; FO~ I:=I UNTIL 77 DO WRITEON("-"); 
LITHOL03 Y") ; 
END PBINT_HEADING; 
COMRENT: INITIALIZE LITHOLOGY TABLE; 
tIT_TAB (O) :="07AARENITE "" 
LIT_TAB(1) :="14ALITHIC ABRRITE "" 
tIT_TAB(2) :="15&ABKOSIC AR~NITE "" 
LIT_TAB ( 3} :="I~AQUABTZ &RENITE "- 
LIT_TAB (~) :="09ASOBARKOSE "" 
LIT_TAB(5) :=" 14ASUBLITHARENITE "" 
LIT TAB(6) :="06WWACKES "" 
LIT_TAB (7) :="11WQUARTZWACKE "" 
L~T_TAB(8) :="16WLET[4IC GREYWACKE "" 
LIT_TAB (9) :="21WFELDSPATHIC GRETWACKE "" 
LIT_TAB (I0) :="I]WARKOSIC NACKE "" 
LIT TAB (11) :="Og-NUDSTONES "" 
LIT_TAB(12) -="09LLIRESTONE "" 











































































Stratigraphic analysis system: SAS 
LIT_TAB(13) :="20MMICRITE ~ DISRICRITE " 
LIT_TAB (14) :="21MFOSSILIEEROUS MICRITE 
LIT_TAB(15) :="17MSPARSE BIOMICRITE 
LIT_TAB [16) :="17qPACKED BIOMICRITE " 
LIT_TAB(17) :="24BPOORLY WASHED BIOSPARITE # 
LIT_TAB (18) :="19BUNSORTED BIOSPARITE "" 
LIT_TAB (19) :="17BSORTED BIOSPARITE " 
LTT_TA~(20) :=" 18BHOURBED BIOSPARITE 
LIT_TAB (21) :="23CCRYSTALITNE LIMESTONE 
LIT_TAB (22) :=" 10BBIOLITIIITE "" 
LIT_TAB (23) :="19DDOLOMITIC LIMESTONE 
LYT_T~B(2q) :="20DCRYSTALLINE DOLOMITE "" 
LIT_TAB (25) :="19DCALCAREOUS DOLOMITE "" 
LIT_T~B (26) :="06GGYPSUM "" 
LIT_TAB {27) :="09AANHYDRITE "" 
LIT_TAB(28) :="0~SSALT "" 
LIT_TAB (29) :="05CCHERT "" 
L[T_"AB (30) :="04CCOAL "" 
LIT_TAB (31) :="09PP[iOSPHATE "" 
LIT_TAB(32) :=" 14!IRON SEDIMENTS "" 
LIT_TAg (33) :="17~CR¥STALLINE ROCKS "" 
LIT_TAB (3~) :=" I~ACIDIC IGNEOUS "" 
LIT_TAB (35) :="15VACIDIC VOLCANIC "" 
LIT_TAB (36) :="13*BASIC IGNEOUS "" 
LIT_TAB (37) :="14VBASIC VOLCANIC "" 
LYT_TAB (38) :="17MMETABORPHIC ]~OCKS "" 
LIT TAB (39) :="05OOTRER "" 





DECODE_COM~.AND; IF ~RI, IOR THEN GOTO RETURN; 
R PC: =FImST; 
I ~ TTL TRFN PRINT_TITLE; 
PnlNT_HYADING; 
WlIT7? RAW_DATA (REC) (011)',="2" DO RRC:=R~C+I; 
W'~ILF (REC<=LAST)AND(RAW_D&TA(REC} (01 1)="2") DO 
BEGIN 
CO~ENT: FIGURE OUT N~MBER OF LINES TO PRINT; 
TO?:=ST2 {PAW_DATk (REC) (13J5)) ; 
IF ~REOR THEN GOTO RETURN; 
B~T:=3T2(RAW_DATA (fiEC) (1815)) ; 
IF ~P[~O.g T'[~.N GOTO RETURN: 
TF TOP>ROT THEN 
B~GIN 
SFTPFX(" ",I) ; 
W~ITE ("'~* INTERVAL FBROR DETECTED IN"); 
WRITE(" RECORD: ",RFC,"o") : 
ERB_N:=16: IOCONrROL(2) ; GOTO RETURN; 
END; 
LTP:=TRUNCATE ((BOT-TOP)/SCALE~6) ; 
STRAT:=RAW_DATA (EEC) (II 12) ; 
DEPTB: :RAW_DATA (EEC) (1315) ; 
DEPTH2:=HAW_DATA(REC) (18|5) ; 
REC:=R EC+I ; 
C:=I; 
WHILE RAW DATA (REC} (0| I)="3" DO 
BEGIN 
CALC_PCNTS ; 
BUILD_DESCS (18,4,39) ; 
REC :=REC+I 
END: AMT: =0; 
FOR I:=I UNTIL C-I DO 
BEGIN 
].IT T ([) :=LIT_T(I)/100; 
AMT.T=AMT+LIT_T (I) : 
END; 
IF AMT>IO0 THEN NRITE("TROUBLE AHEAD"); 
OTHER= = 100-AMT; 
IF OTHER>I THEN 
B EGIN 
LIT_T (C) :=OTHER; LIT_P(C) :=39; 
C: =C+ 1 ; 
END ; 
COMNENT NOW OUTPUT PICTURE; 
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TOCONTNOI (~) ; 
CO".POSE_LI~E: I::LIT_P(1) ; 
W}~ITE(" ",STRAT," ",CX,LINE,CX, " - ", DEPTH," ",LIT_TAB (I) 
(]I 25) ,LIT_T (I),"~") : 
FOP 1:=2 UNTIL C-I DO 
W~ITF (" ",(.~,LINE, CX," ",LIT_TAB (LIT_P 
(1)) (3125),LIT_T(1) ,"%") ; 
FOR I:=C UNTIL LTP DO 
WRITE (" ",CX,LINE,CX) ; 
END; 
WR£TE (" ",CX, "OOOOOOOOOO'',CK,'' - ",DEPT~|2) ; 
WPITE(" ") ; 
WRITE(" FND OF C~OSS-SECTIO~."); 
WRITE(" ") ; 
IOCONT[~O L (2) ; 
RETURN: 
END. 
END OF FILE 
$STNK PREVIOUS 















l g  1'J3 
2q 














END OF FILE 
$SI~K PNFVIOUS 
5UBNOUTINE BLOCK 
LOGTCAL* I LINE (8,4) 
LOGIC ~I.* I BflFF (112) 
TNTEGEH*~ SFT.~F X,OLD 
OLP=S FTPFX ( ' ',I} 
DO 2 1=I ,14 
~EAD (3, I02) (LINE (J,r) ,a=1,~) 
WNYTE (6,103) 
90 I 1=1,4 
W.RIT= (6, 101) 
DO 1 J=1,12 
CAll. BLKLT. ~(LINE (1,I) ,J,BUFF,8) 
~R!TE (6, I00) BUFF 
;i RITE (6,  101) 
7 ~TUP, N 
FORMAT (' ',112A1) 
FORMAT (0AI) 
~O~MAT (' I') 
END 
SUEgO[ITI~E INPUT (BUFFEP,FLAG) 
DI, ENSION BUFFER (60) 
I OGICAL~I FLAG 
FLA~=.TP UE. 
WELL DATA IS READ FPO.M LOGICAL UNIT 5 
~EAD (5,100,END=200) BUFFE~ 
= 0]~ MAT (60A4) 
• =O TO 309 
FLAG = .~LSE. 
RETURN 
END 
Strafigraphi¢ analysis system: SAS 421 
AITENDIXm 
Appendix III contains the complete internal dictionary, worksheet format, and user instructions. 
Worksheet Format 
Dellnitio. codes 
card cod° rZ%7-- i _! 
Code tO identify type of cards when in batch sequence. 
TyD~ Co~e 
Lithology cards 3 
Stratigraphic cards 2 
ID card 1 
Part 2 
Data Type Code [col: 2 J 
Code to identify source of data for data level identi- 
fication. 
Type Code 
Core data 1 
Chip data 2 
Descriptive log data 3 
Part 3 
Interval Definition Code [ cole: 3-12 ] 
Interval of well to be described by following information- 
measured in feet by defining top and bottom of interval. (~o 
ccm~mas, right justified) 
Top of interval cols 3-7 
Bottom of interval cole 8-12 
example: an interval of 4,000 feet, starting at 4,250 and 
ending at 8,250. 
col 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 11 12 
a01412 1510101812 ! s I 0 ~ 
Part 4 
Litholoqic Definition Code I cols: 13-19 ] 
This is the code defining only the number and percentag~ 
of distinct lithologies present in the defined interval. A 
maximum of three (3) lithologies ere allowed. 
The format is in two parts: the lithology code and per- 
centage. 
~mpie: pure limestone ove~ entire interval. 
cole 13 14 15 16 17 18 
I - -L~E--~T--1 1 1----1 
1 = primary lithology 
(lithology type classiflcation Is 
in Description Codes, part 2) 
9 = i00~ (see Definition Codes, part 5, 
following) 
example: limestone ~ith l~I shale partings. 
cole 13 14 15 16 17 18 
1 1 1 9 1 2 1 1 1  I I 
1 = primary lithology 
9= 90~ 
2 = secondary lithology 
~=I~ 
example: limestone with 20~ shale partings and 7% 
chert stringers. 
cola 13 14 15 16 17 18 
I i I  7 1  2 I Z l  3 1 0 1  
1 = primary lithology 
7 = 73% 
2 = secondary lithology 
Z= 20% 
3 = tertiary lithology 
o = 7% 
Part 5 
Percentage Code used in conjunction 
with other descriptions 
Percentaqe Code 
0 - 9.9 0 
i0.0 - 19.9 1 
20.0 - 29.9 2 
30.0 - 39.9 3 
40.0 - 49.9 4 
50.0 - 59.9 5 
60.0 - 69.9 6 
70.0 - 79.9 7 
80.0 - 89.9 8 
90.0 -i00.0 9 
not specified x or blan! 
DESCRIPTIVE CODES 
Part 1 
Format for the Descriptive Section 
The following section concerns the codes for the description 
of lithologic c~ponents end their properties. Each subject is 
approached in the same manner. The information is coded in a 
block called the descriptive unit. 
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The dasorlptiva uit coasiats of three parts: 
I. lithologic ide~tificaticm 
2. propez~y code 
3. ptu:cmntega,  
expressed in  f ou r  (4) columns on the  date sheet.  
I I I I I 
]. 2 3 
one d a ~ i , ~  ~.ni t  
The f i x ' s t  column i s  f o r  t h e  l i ' ,=holcx/ic i d e - n t i f i c a t i c a  code 
( sea  D e f l n i t i ~  Codes,  ~ 4 ) .  The second and t h i r d  columns 
aLTO for the descriptive code (see foll~Iz~ code liats~ And 
the fourth ¢ol~uml is for the peEcan taga  code (see Definition 
Codes, p a r t  5) .  
example= some f o s s i l  a p i r i f e r  brachiopo~s i n  the major l i t h -  
O l o ~ ,  the  bEach i~xx~  comprising 80~ o f  the  f o s s i l s  
present. 
1 1 1 4 1 4 1 S l  
i - major lltholoT/ - col 1 o f  des~iptive unit 
44 m apirifer brachiopod - cola 2 & 3 of descriptive unit 
8 m 80% coda - col & of descriptive unit 
Par~ 2 
I~itholoqic Description Coda I cola: 19-'34 | 
This section deaczlbe~ the llthology (rock name) for the 
lithologlc co~punents. P e r c e n t a g e  and lltholo~Ic o~mponmtt a~e 




lithic are~lite 01 
arkoslc arenite 02 
quartz arenite 03 
aD~Lrkoaa 04 
a u b l i t h a r e n i t s  05 
Wacke8 06 
quart~ckc 07 
I ithic greln~ eke 08 
f oldIpathic gre!rwacke 09 
arkosic ~ c k a  i0 
Mu~Etonet- shales Ii 








cz~sTal l ine l imestone 18 
fraEmsnTal limestone 19 
other  20 
other  21 
oThaP 22 
Dolomltes 
Dolomitic limestone 23 
Crystalline dolomite 24 
Cal~rreoua dol~ite 25 
Evapor i taa 
Gypsum 26 
Anhy~ite 27 





Iron ~edime~te 32 
Crystalline =ocks 33 
acldlc ignea~a 34 
acidic volcanic 35 
bas ic  l q u ~  36 
bas ic  volcanic 37 
Metamozl~hic rocks 38 
Part 3 
CoIo~ lu~d ~Ul Descriptlon COde I cola: 35r36 ~ 
The COIOE and description of hue do not =ostfo~n to the 
descriptive ttnlt fo~t. Instead it i8 a two part code.  
Ch lmm 31 r e f e r s  t o  c o l o r  (see code l i s t  f o l l ~ i n g  d / s -  
cuasion) 
c o l o r  
Column 32 refers to hue {see code list following dis- 
cunaiun) 
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Part 4 
Textural Description Code { cols: 37-52 I 
This section describes textures in lithologic sub-uait~ 
bv type and percentage. Four {4) descriptive unite ere el- 







algal coated 04 
pisolites 05 
organic framework 06 
crystalline coarse ( >2mm; >-I~) 07 











crystalline coarse ( >2mm; >-I~) 18 














textural inversion 31 
grain size 
coarse (>0.5ms; >19) . 32 
medium (0.5r~m-0.125mm; I~-3~) 33 
fine (0.125mm-0.0625mm~ 3@-4~) 34 
mud (~0.0625mm1;<4~) " 35 
roundness 














point contact 48 
long contact 49 







silt (0.0625-0.0039mm; 4~-8~) 55 
clay ( <0.0039; <8~) 56 
Part 5 
Fossil Description Cede [ ~Is: 53-108 i 
The following is the descriptive list foe fossil types. 
The symbol N/S represen~ not specified. There are fourteen 
{14) descriptive unite allowed for fossils. 
Fossils Co~e 




~ryophye.a  4 
thallophyta 5 
Algae (N/S) 6 
etromatolite 7 






Invertebrates (N/S) 14 
archaeocyanthids 15 







Coelenterates (N/S) 23 
hydrozoans 24 
schyphozoans 25 
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conularids 26 
tabular corals 27 

















Annelida (N/S) 45 






p u l m o n a t a  52 




o y s t e r s  57 
pectemoi ,~-  58 
p h o l a d s  59 
zudiets 60 
luclnoi~ 61 
S~haphcK]~ (N/S) 62 
C s p b I l o p o d l  (N/S) 63 
n a u t a l o i d s  64 
awmonoi.¢~ 65 
c o l e o i d e a  66 
belemenoids 67 
Arthropo~s (N/S) 68 





















P r o t o z o a  90 
f o r a m i n e f e r i d a  91 








Mineraloqy Description COde ~ eels: 112-151 1 
The following section is the code last of minerals. There 
ten (i0) descriptive units allowed. 
Mineraloqy Code 
Actinolite 00 
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part 7 
Grossularite garnet 28 
Gypsum 29 
Hornblende 30 

























Sedimentary Structure Code I cols: 152-~?i I 
The following is a llst of sedimentary structures. There 
five (5) descriptive units allowed. 
Sedimentary St~/ctures Code 
Planar bedding 00 
Laminations 01 
Cross-bedding 02 
Graded bedding 03 
Varves 04 
Linear bedding 05 
Striations 06 
Sand lineation 07 
Casts 08 
Current markings 09 
Drag mar]:s i0 
Groove & groove casts ii 
Bedding plane markings 12 
Wave & wash marks 13 
Pits & prints 14 
Cut outs 15 
SCOOPS 16 
Ripple marks 17 
Liud cracks 18 
Sole marks 19 
Para-ripple 20 
Load mast 21 
Flute 22 
Deformed bedding 23 
soft sediment deformation 24 
clay balls 25 
Distributed bedding 26 
Sedimentary sills 27 
Sedimentary dikes 28 






Tracks & trails 35 
Cast & molds 36 









angle - high (> 45 ° ) 46 
low (< 45 ° ) 47 
Part 8 
Diagenetic Description Code I ools: 172-191,| 
The following is a list of diagemetic features. There 
are five (5) descriptive units allowed. 
Dia~enesis Code 
Carbonates 
Solution structures (N/S) 00 
Styo]ites Ol 
Corrosion zone 02 
Vugs 03 
crystal lined 04 
salt plugged 05 
anhydrite plugged 06 
Pisoiites 07 




Neomorphism (recrystalization) 12 
Replacement dolomitization 13 
Pervasive dolomitization 14 
Selective dolomitization 15 
426 B.R. SHAW stud R. Sm~s 
Evaporitee 
Solution structures i6 
Racrystallization 17 
FlOws & deformation structures IS 
Replacement 19 
claetics 





Grain overgrowth 25 
Other 26 
Part 9 
Chemical Description Code I ccls: 192-219 1 
The following is a listing of elements and some ions. 
They cannot be combined in the code. There can be eight (8) 
dee~zlptlve %u~ite. The list is not intended to be exhaustive. 
Part l0 

























A g  25 
Pb 26 








CO3 = 35 
PO4~ = 36 
CrO 37 
~03 ~ 38 









Hy4Lrocarhon Description I cols: 220-227 1 
The following is a brief listing of petroleum end gas 
occurrences. There is room for two (2) descriptive units 
for each defined interval. 









Drill stem test 
Gas 08 
Oil 09 
0il cut mud i0 
Gas cut mud ii 
Part li 
Porositv Descriction [~cols: 220-235 
The following is a classification of porosity. The classi- 
fication is in tyro parts: type and size. The descriptive unit 
changes to allow for the type and size as follows: 
ist column - lithology identification as before (see 
Definition Codes, part 4) 
Ix! ! I J 
2nd column - porosity type (see list following discussion) 
i 14 i p f 
3rd colunu% - porosity size (see list following discussion) 
I I Ixl I 
Stradgraphic analysis system: SAS 427 
4th column - percentage code (see Definition Codes, part 5) 
l I t Ixi 
example: 27% mega~mgulsr porosity in primary lithology. 
111811121 
d e ~ i t  
1 - primary lithology 
8 - v11gular 
I = mega 
2 - 2 7 Y a o o d e  









v u g / c . ~ z ~ e l / ~ v e r n  8 
buzTme/lmring 9 
p o r o s i t y  s i z e  
t l u ~ ' a p o z e  ( 4 n m - 2 5 6 m a )  1 
a m e o p o r e  ( 1 / 1 6 s ¢ ~ 4 ~ )  2 
m i c ~ ' o p o r e  (~I/16m) 3 
Part 12 
permeability Description Code  I C O l a :  236-240~ 
The permeability description does not conform to the 
descriptive unit format. The permen~ilit~ in mili~J~r¢~rs &m 
ente=ed in the five (5) allowed spaces. There is an aaam~l~ 
decical point between columns 239 and 240 (measurer to 
tenths}. If measurement is Rot that a~rate, o~ter a zero 
in colu~ 240. 
e~ample: permeability of 27.5 md. 
eels 236 237 238 239 240 
I ol ol 2~ 7~s 
example: permsability of 260md. 
eels 236 237 238 239 240 
I 0t 2 ] 6 I 0 | 0 
$TRATIGRAPHICCODE~FOR THE MICHIGAN BASIN 
S~em C~k Serm Code 
( ~ a m ' u r y  700 Recent 
701 
Pikxxme " ~  
Miocene ~ 4  
Tertiary 6S0 O~ocene 653 
Eoccnc 6~2 
Puleoccn¢ 651 






M ~silsippian 3.~U 


























A l lxnan 152 
Y.'aucoban 131 
(fPem B~iggs and BPiEEs~ 1974) 
